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1. An important region of this river is the swift waters of the Ironbridge Gorge. Tributaries include the Teme and the Vyrnwy. Featuring an estuary subject to the largest tidal bore in Europe, it rises on the slopes of Plynlimon near the River Wye, and follows a semicircular course until entering the Atlantic at the Bristol Channel. FTP, what is this river, the longest in England?
	Answer: Severn River

2. At one point this leader traveled to the Rhine to successfully put down a revolt by Gaetulicus and Aemilius Lepidus, but less than two years later he was murdered by a group of praetorian cohorts led by Chaerea, possibly for his execution of Praetorian prefect Naevius Macro. Early in his reign he ruled with some moderation, but the death of his sister, lover, and heir Drusilla and a serious illness led to a reign marked by cruelty and insanity, during which time he declared himself a god and made a senator of his horse Incitatus. FTP, who was this son of Germanicus whose popular name means “little boots”?
	Answer: Caligula (or Gaius Germanicus Caesar)

3. Early in his writing career this author penned several popular travel books, including The Paris Sketch Book, The Irish Sketch Book, and Notes of a Journey from Cornhill to Grand Cairo. Known for his lecture series The English Humorists of the Eighteenth Century, he published many of his early works under pseudonyms like Michael Angelo Titmarsh, Charles James Yellowplush, and George Savage Fitz-Boodle. Some of his reputation rests on the novels The Newcomes and Pendennis, but he is probably better known for Barry Lyndon and Henry Esmond. FTP, who was this author of Vanity Fair?
	Answer: William Makepeace Thackeray

4. It is a significant factor in the extremely close chemical similarity of zirconium and hafnium, and also results in the typical presence of each rare-earth element in most rare-earth minerals. It results from the imperfect shielding from nuclear charge provided by 4f electrons, leading heavy atoms like ytterbium and lutetium to have smaller size than lighter elements like cerium and promethium. FTP, what is this phenomenon, the steady decrease in the size of the namesake series of atoms?
	Answer: lanthanide contraction

5. The impact of Cubism on this artist can be seen in his series of paintings entitled States of Mind, while works characteristic of his movement include Dynamism of a Man's Head and Dynamism of a Soccer Player. He created the first major painting of his movement with a depiction of street workers trying to control the power of draft horses amidst the urban background of Milan entitled The City Rises, but is probably best known for a sculpture cited by some as a reworking of the Winged Victory. FTP, who was this Futurist, creator of Unique Forms of Continuity in Space?
	Answer: Umberto Boccioni

6. The propriety of eating meat offered to idols is discussed in one part of this Biblical book, in which its author argues that jealousy among those working in the Spirit of God is as irrational as jealousy between the eye and the ear. Opening with the observation that all are “servants of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God”, it deals with problems with a recently established Christian community, and attempts to answer questions sent from there on such topics as immortality, marriage and celibacy, and most notoriously, the conduct of women, and closes with its famous Chapter 13 discussion of Christian love. FTP, what is this New Testament book, one of two by Paul addressed to a Greek city?
	Answer: First Corinthians

7. The last days of his life saw him lose the throne in favor of the regent Luitpold, soon after which he drowned with his physician in the Starnberger Lake near his castle at Berg. The son of Maximilian II, his early reign saw him join Prussia in the Franco-Prussian War, but he soon began leaving more and more of his political duties to his prime minister, Chlodwig, so that he could spend his time patronizing Wagner and building a series of elaborate castles. FTP, who was this king of Bavaria, known as * “the Mad”?
	Answer: Ludwig II or Louis II (accept Ludiwg the Mad until *)

8. It tells eight main stories spread across 21 books. Book 5 tells of the defeat of the Roman emperor Lucius and the coronation of the title figure by the Pope. Books 13-17 contain the “Tale of the Sankgreall”, detailing a series of quests whose success depend on the spiritual purity of the participants. Books 8-12 tell the story of Tristam and Isode, while the last two books recount Mordred’s revolt. FTP, what is this prose version of the Arthurian legend, written by Thomas Malory?
	Answer: Le Morte D’Arthur

9. In some amphibians and reptiles, this organ is externally visible and serves as a third eye. In humans it is connected by a stalk to the posterior wall of the third ventricle, and becomes calcified with age, providing a valuable landmark for X-rays of the brain. Also known as the * epiphysis, in the 18th century it was proposed as the site of the soul. It is now known it be important for biorhythms through its secretion of melatonin. FTP, what is this small gland named for its shape?
	Answer: pineal gland (accept epiphysis until *)

10. It is often administered using the “needs-press system”, and is recommended by its developer to be given during two separate sessions. Christina Morgan assisted in its development, and co-wrote the paper that introduced it, entitled “A Method of Investigating Fantasies”. Also described in its main inventor’s classic text Explorations in Personality, a blank card is sometimes used in addition to the 20 ambiguous scenes shown to the subject. Invented by Henry Murray, FTP, what is this test in which the subject tells stories inspired by the scenes on the cards?
	Answer: TAT or Thematic Apperception Test

11. In this opera, the singing of “Morgenlich leuchtend im rosigen Schein” allows one character to overcome the intrigues of his rival Beckmesser. Featuring the “Dance of the Apprentices”, the drama concerns the winning of Eva’s love by the young knight Walther von Stolzing, while other action concerns the cobbler-poet Hans Sachs. FTP, what is this opera by Richard Wagner?
	Answer: The Mastersingers (or Meistersingers) of Nuremburg (Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg)

12. Several hundred mutineers were shot from cannons during the closing months of this rebellion, which ended with the campaigns of Hugh Rose. The tide had turned with the winter campaign around Lucknow led by Colin Campbell. Earlier, Bahadur Shah II was nominally returned to power after native soldiers stationed in Meerut rose up in outrage concerning the requirement that they use a mixture of pigs’ and cows’ blood to lubricate their new Enfield rifles. FTP, what was this 1857-58 mutiny by Indian troops in the British army?
	Answer: Sepoy Mutiny (or Indian Mutiny)

13. They begin with the author explaining that he chose his medium after having seen a barber become wealthier than a partrician, and they end unfinished in mid-sentence during an account of the prerogatives of soldiers. The first one claims that the author is motivated by a desire to pay back the many poets who have bored him, while number 2 attacks effeminate men, introducing the proverb “one rotten apple spoils a whole barrel”. The sixth notoriously attacks the women of Rome, while the famous tenth holds that few human beings know what it good for them. FTP, what are these sixteen works attacking all aspects of Roman life, written by Juvenal?
	Answer: the Satires of Juvenal

14. One of this scientist's few theoretical contributions was his namesake "strain theory", which held that compounds are less stable the more their bond angles depart from the ideal tetrahedral arrangement. Greatly influenced as a student by Kekule, he succeeded Liebig as professor of chemistry at Munich, and continued his work on uric acid, characterizing barbituric acid. In 1871 he discovered phenolphthalein, but is best known for his description of the structure of indigo. FTP, who was this winner of the 1905 Nobel Prize in Chemistry?
	Answer: (Johann Friedrich) Adolph von Baeyer

15. In this work, the author uses the image of a sleepless person experiencing a sense of impending doom in the dead of night to illustrate the prevalence of the method of dealing with the universe that he dubs “experiencing”. The author then claims that the modern world almost completely ignores a second way of dealing with the world, called “encountering”, in which the object encountered is treated as a “you” instead of an “it”. Finally, a combination of the two methods is espoused as the means for a true relationship with God and the universe. Written as a series of aphorisms, FTP, what is this best-known work by Martin Buber?
	Answer: I and Thou

16. Lying on the Tola River, this city is situated at the foot of the Bogdo Khan Uul, which rises 3,000 feet above it. Founded as a monastery town in 1649, the Monastery District has been supplanted as the center of the city by Suhbaatar Square. With a population of 600,000, it lies on the Trans-Siberian Railroad, and has a name meaning "red hero". FTP, what is this capital of Mongolia?
	Answer: Ulan Bator or Ulaanbaatar or Kulun

17. This figure’s horse was called old Dobbin. He was originally a boy named * Gwion was transformed into his most famous form after accidentally spilling on his thumb three drops of a brew meant for the ugly, stupid Morfran. After failing to escape the enraged witch Ceridwen despite transforming into a hare, a fish, and a bird, he was swallowed by her as a grain of wheat. Set adrift on the ocean in a bag, he was soon discovered by the unlucky but virtuous Elphin, who named him for his shining brow. FTP, who was this Welsh figure that saved Elphin from the evil king Maelgwn by proving himself to be the greatest of bards?
	Answer: Taliesin (accept Gwion until *)

18. Individual works found in this collection include "The Birds of Killingsworth", "Emma and Eginhard", and "The Falcon of Ser Federigo". The real-life author Luigi Monti tells the story "King Robert of Sicily", while "The Ballad of Carmilhan" is told by the Musician and "Elizabeth" is told by the Theologian. Many of the 21 narrative poems found in it derive from ancient settings, most famously "The Saga of King Olaf". Containing "Paul Revere's Ride", FTP, what is this collection of tales told by people gathered around the fireside of a New England tavern, written by Longfellow? 
Answer: Tales of a Wayside Inn 

19. Author of Principles and Maxims of the Art of War, after the Civil War he managed the Louisiana lottery and bitterly feuded with Joseph Johnston and Jefferson Davis about their accounts of the war. A capable combat commander whose questioning of orders bordered on insubordination, he assumed command at Shiloh after the death of Albert Sidney Johnston and conducted the defense of Charleston. FTP, who was this commander of the forces that attacked Fort Sumter?
	Answer: Pierre Gustave Toutant Beauregard

20. The magnet involved in this experiment possessed a channel whose bottom was flat, but whose top took the form of a knife-edge, thus greatly increasing the magnetic field at the top. The target was a cold glass plate, which in the absence of a non-homogeneous magnetic field would reveal a single thin line produced by the beam of neutral silver atoms directed through a series of aligned slits. However, in the presence of a non-homogeneous magnetic field, two thin lines were produced. Conducted in 1920, FTP, what was this experiment named for the two scientists who thus demonstrated the existence of space quantization?
	Answer: Stern-Gerlach experiment
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1. Pay homage to the Ryan Philippe thriller Antitrust by answering the following from U.S. history, FTPE.
1. (10 points) This 1890 act sought to prevent interstate trusts from becoming anti-competitive monopolies, and saw its broad powers upheld in U.S. v. Trans-Missouri Freight Association.
	Answer: Sherman Antitrust Act
2. (10 points) The power of the Sherman Act was seriously undercut by this 1895 Supreme Court decision holding that manufacturing was not part of commerce.
	Answer: United States v. E.C. Knight Company
3. (10 points) The first major victory for the act was a 1904 decision upholding the dissolution of this company, a holding company headed by James Hill formed between the Great Northern and Northern Pacific railroads.
	Answer: Northern Securities Company

2. Art movement, FTPE.
1. (10 points) Dominating European art of the turn of the 19th century, this movement sought to recapture the spirit of the ancients. Typical works were produced by Angelica Kauffmann, Gavin Hamilton, and Antonio Canova.
	Answer: Neoclassicism
2. (10 points) Neoclassicism is seen in its purest form in the works of this artist of Madame Recamier and the three “martyrs of the Revolution” paintings depicting the deaths of Lepeletier, Bara, and Marat.
	Answer: Jacques-Louis David
3. (10 points) Another Neoclassicist was this sculptor of St. Bruno and a series of portraits of Voltaire, who visited the United States to create his famous marble statue of George Washington as a modern Cincinnatus.
	Answer: Jean-Antoine Houdon

3. FTPE, name the Flannery O'Connor stories form brief descriptions, many of which involve people lacking body parts. 
1. (10 points) A one-armed drifter named Tom T. Shiftlet marries the deaf-mute Lucynell Crater in order to obtain her mother's car, which he drives to Mobile, Alabama after dumping Lucynell at a roadside restaurant. 
Answer: The Life You Save May Be Your Own 
2. (10 points) The arrogant atheist intellectual Hulga Hopewell tries to seduce the young Bible salesman Manley Pointer, only to find that he is a con man who runs off with her wooden leg. 
Answer: Good Country People 
3. (10 points) Julian Chestny fearfully faces the prospect of his mother's death when she is involved in a fight on a bus after offering a penny to a black child named Carver. 
Answer: Everything That Rises Must Converge 

4. Answer the following about Seth Kendall’s testicles. And for those of you thinking ahead, shriveled and deformed are not answers.
1. (10 points) Most of his testicles are filled with these tubules in which his sperm develops to await premature ejaculation onto the face of some poor homeless person.
	Answer: seminiferous tubules
2. (10 points) The seminiferous tubules are lined by these cells which secrete inhibin and protect the spermatids, despite Seth’s best attempts to destroy them by slapping his testicles against the asses of hookers.
	Answer: Sertoli cells or sustentacular cells
3. (10 points) These ducts carry sperm from the seminiferous tubules to Seth’s epididymis, which is horribly damaged by his STD cases, which are so bad his syphilis has gonorrhea.
	Answer: vas efferens

5. FTPE, name the following about a Japanese Civil War that undoubtedly involved lots of ninjas flipping out.
1. (10 points) Sparked by the rivalry between Hosokawa Katsumoto and Yamana Mochitoyo, this 1467-77 civil war in central Kyoto began the 100 years of conflict that was ended only with the unifying efforts of Oda Nobunaga.
	Answer: Onin War
2. (10 points) The Onin War occurred during this period of Japanese rule lasting from 1338-1573 and founded by Takauji.
	Answer: Ashikaga Shogunate
3. (10 points) The Onin War hastened the rise of these great landholding magnates whose rivalry for land marked much of the 16th century.
	Answer: daimyos

6. 5-10-15, answer the following concerning the Gorgons.
1. (5 points) With a name meaning “ruler” or “queen”, this most famous Gorgon gave birth to Chrysaor and Pegasus via drops of her blood after her death. She also dies in Clash of the Titans.
	Answer: Medusa
2. (10 points) Although Medusa was killed, her two sisters were immortal. Name either of these Gorgons, whose names meant “wide-leaping” and “strength”.
	Answer: Euryale or Stheno
3. (15 points) The father of the Gorgons was this “old man of the sea”, who fathered them and the Graiae with his monstrous sister Ceto.
	Answer: Phorcys

7. Catch-22 characters, FTPE.
1. (10 points) This ambitious colonel is in charge of Yossarian's squadron, and constantly volunteers them for dangerous missions to impress his supervisors.
	Answer: Colonel Cathcart
2. (10 points) This depressed doctor is the first to explain Catch-22 to Yossarian.
	Answer: Doc Daneeka
3. (10 points) Promoted to his post by a mischievous computer, this mediocre squadron commander is painfully awkward, and will see people in his office only when he is not there.
	Answer: Major Major Major Major (accept 1-4 Majors)

8. Name the following about a philosopher.
1. (10 points) First publishing his ideas in An Essay Toward a New Theory of Vision, this Irish thinker’s last work, Siris, uses the defense of the medicinal value of tar-water as the forum to discuss his basic idea that there is no material substance.
	Answer: George Berkeley
2. (10 points) George Berkeley sought to defend his ideas in this set of 1713 dialogues, probably his most famous work.
	Answer: Three Dialogues Between Hylas and Philonous
3. (10 points) One of his later works, this 1732 effort is a lively defense of the Christian faith against freethinkers and deists.
	Answer: Alciphron

9. Chemistry stuff, FTPE.
1. (10 points) Equal to the product of Avogadro's constant and Boltzmann's constant, this fundamental constant has a value of 8.315 Joules per Kelvin moles.
	Answer: universal gas constant
2. (10 points) Symbolized E sub A, this is the minimum energy necessary before a chemical reaction can occur.
	Answer: activation energy
3. (10 points) This equation predicts the dependence of the rate constant of a reaction on temperature. It holds that the log of the rate constant equals the log of the namesake constant minus the activation energy divided by temperature times the gas constant.
	Answer: Arrhenius equation

10. FTPE, name the following about a Prussian military strategist.
1. (10 points) The protégé of the great Prussian military reformer Gerhard von Scharnhorst, this general held that war is an extension of politics, and advocated the use of what he called “total war” in a famous work of military theory.
	Answer: Karl von Clausewitz
2. (10 points) Karl von Clausewitz advocated “total war” in this work published after his death.
	Answer: On War (Vorn Kriege)
3. (10 points) Clausewitz served in this 1806 battle in which the Prussians, led by Prince Hohenlohe, underestimated the size of the French army, leading to their comprehensive defeat.
	Answer: Jena

11. FTPE, name these composers united by being found at the back of my Dictionary of Music.
1. (10 points) He ruined his singing voice by drinking engraver’s acid, but composed operas like Oberon, Aby Hassan, and Der Freischutz.
	Answer: Carl Maria von Weber
2. (10 points) This Romanian-born Greek composer used mathematical formulas and a computer in his Eonta, while 61 instrumentalists are required for his Metastaseis.
	Answer: Iannis Xennakis
3. (10 points) This Englishmen showed the influence of jazz in his early composition Façade. Later works include the ballet The Wise Virgins and the cantata Belshazzar’s Feast.
	Answer: William Walton

12. FTPE, name these British poets.
1. (10 points) The author of prose political satires like The Rehearsal Transpos’d and poems like “Upon Appleton House” and “The Garden”, he is probably best known for “To His Coy Mistress”.
	Answer: Andrew Marvell
2. (10 points) This poet satirized the style of Donne in The Mistress and introduced the popular stage character Puny in his comedy The Guardians. His Pindarique Odes introduced the form to English.
	Answer: Abraham Cowley
3. (10 points) This 19th century poet is known for the classicism of his works, including the Oriental tale Gebir, the Imaginary Conversations, and the lyric “Rose Aylmer”.
	Answer: Walter Savage Landor

13. Name these price indices, FTPE.
1. (10 points) This index takes the ratio of the total cost of purchasing a specified group of commodities at current prices to the cost at the prices of a specified base-period. Since it uses the base-period to weigh the importance of the items in the group, it tends to overstate price increases.
	Answer: Lespeyres price index
2. (10 points) This index is essentially the same as the Lespeyres price index, except that it uses current buying patterns to weigh the importance of each item in the group, thus leading it to understate price increases.
	Answer: Paasche price index
3. (10 points) A weighted arithmetic mean of price relatives is the most common way of calculating this most famous price index, which is based on a “basket of goods” usually determined through population surveys.
	Answer: consumer price index (CPI) (or cost of living index)

14. FTPE, name these people involved in the development of hydrogen bombs.
1. (10 points) Known as the father of the hydrogen bomb, this Hungarian-born physicist was said to be the basis for the lead character in Dr. Strangelove.
	Answer: Edward Teller
2. (10 points) This Polish mathematician collaborated with Teller on the hydrogen bomb, solving the problem of how to detonate the bomb.
	Answer: Stanislaw Ulam
3. (10 points) This scientist joined Andrey Sakharov in developing the hydrogen bomb for the Soviets. With Ilya Frank and Paul Cherenkov he explained the Cherenkov effect.
	Answer: Igon Tamm

15. FTPE, answer the following about a libel trial.
1. (10 points) Trained by William Bradford, this journalist established the New York Weekly Journal in 1733, and was soon in trouble for its opposition to the government.
	Answer: John Peter Zenger
2. (10 points) Zenger was charged with libel for articles attacking this governor of New York.
	Answer: William Cosby
3. (10 points) After every New York lawyer who tried to defend Zenger was disbarred, this attorney general of Maryland was called in, and secured a brilliant victory by establishing truth as a defense for libel.
	Answer: Andrew Hamilton

16. Name these angels, 5-10-15.
1. (5 points) This archangel is the guardian of Israel and leader of the celestial armies.
	Answer: Michael 
2. (10 points) With a name meaning “fire of God”, this angel of terror and prophecy is held to have wielded the fiery sword in driving Adam and Eve from Eden and is depicted as destroyer of the hosts of Sennacherib.
	Answer: Uriel
3. (15 points) The Islamic counterpart of Raphael is this huge, hairy archangel covered with mouths and tongues. He tutored Muhammad to prepare him to receive the Koran, and will blow the trumpet to announce the Day of Resurrection.
	Answer: Israfil

17. FTPE, give the requested information about a phylum of invertebrates.
1. (10 points) This phylum comprises the flatworms.
	Answer: platyhelminthes
2. (10 points) Included in the phylum platyhelminthes is this class consisting of the tapeworms.
	Answer: Cestoda
3. (10 points) This class of platyhelminthes contains the planarians.
	Answer: turbellaria

18. FTPE, name these mountains which happen to be the highest in their state.
1. (10 points) Containing three major peaks called Liberty Cap, Point Success, and Columbia Crest, this 14,410 foot mountain is the highest in Washington and the Cascade Range.
	Answer: Mount Rainier (or Mount Tacoma)
2. (10 points) At 11,235, this Cascade mountain is the highest in Oregon.
	Answer: Mount Hood
3. (10 points) It is named for a professor who surveyed it and fell to his death on the mountain, and is now buried at its top. At 6,684 feet it is the highest in North Carolina and east of the Mississippi.
	Answer: Mount Mitchell

19. FTPE, name these characters from Beowulf.
1. (10 points) This Danish king is helpless against Grendel, who has continually attacked his great feasting-hall Heorot.
	Answer: Hrothgar
2. (10 points) This boastful Danish retainer initially taunts and insults Beowulf, but soon becomes his friend, and gives him his sword to use against Grendel’s mother.
	Answer: Unferth
3. (10 points) Beowulf attacked Grendel’s mother after she abducted this friend of Hrothgar and killed him.
	Answer: Aeschere

20. FTPE, answer the following about the independence movement of a French possession.
1. (10 points) In 1954 a war of independence led by the FLN eventually gained independence from France for this country.
	Answer: Algeria
2. (10 points) The revolution in Algeria was led by this man, whose FLN revolutionaries carried on his efforts after his 1956 internment in France. He became Algeria’s first president in 1963.
	Answer: Ahmed Ben Bella
3. (10 points) Independence was gained by this series of agreements resulting from secret 1962 meetings between De Gaulle and representatives of Ben Bella.
	Answer: Evian Agreements



